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    Abstract  For given pcsitive integers I and d (Z2), let F0,d ) and P (t,d ) denote the minimum

diameter of a graph obtained by adding t extra edges to a graph and a path with diameter d，respective-

ly, and f (t.‘)denote the maximum diameter of a graph obtained after deleting t edges from a graph

with diem.:一‘·，!“‘一，hat P(l,‘，一图 for d Z2, P(2,‘)一图 for ZZ3, P(3,
Fd十幻 .，、尸 二 ‘十1
I - I lr 口 G a , a几 口， r几 general,
L y 」 }T r一，SP (l,d )<拼+3 for i,‘二;·In the present pa
we establish F (1,，(‘，‘))、‘、，(‘·;(‘，‘)〕二。。!哪 d lprove  [t+1J、，(‘，d)一，(‘d)二

rd -21 +3. MeLt+ I J !一;(‘，‘)、图+，if d is Jar:一:h.‘·particular, we‘一，ve the exact
values P (d 周 5P(1,‘，、} -+-1J+，
for 1=4 or 5

(2k一1)(i+l)+1)=2k for any positive integer k, and

and d24
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I Introduction

    In this note, a graph G二(V，&) always means a simple undirected graph (with-out loops

and multiple edges) with vertex-set V. We follow [1] for graph-theoretical terminology and no-

tation not defined here.

    It is well-known that when the underlying topology of an interconnection network of a sys-

tem is modelled by a graph G, the diameter of 0 is an important measure for communication effi-

ciency and message delay of the system [5]. In a real-time system, the message delay must be

limited within a given period since any message obtained beyond the bound may be worthless. If

the message delay exceeds a given time-bound in a network, one often adds some links to the net-

work to ensure that the reach of a message can be within a required time. This situation moti-

vates Chung and Garay [2] to propose the following well-known "edge-addition problem" in

graph theory: given positive integers I and d，what is the minimum diameter of the graph ob-
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tamed by adding‘edges to a graph with diameter d?

    Let FO, d)denote the minimum diameter of an altered graph obtained by adding‘extra

edges to a graph with diameter d. Determining the exact value of F (t, d)is fairly difficult in

general since it has been proved by Schoone, Bodlaender and van Leeuwen [4] that the problem,

for given integers t, d and a connected graph G, constructing an altered graph G' of G by adding

t extra edges to 0 such that 0' has diameter of at most d is NP-complete. Thus, the problem of

determining sharp upper bounds of F (1, d ) is of interesting.

    Let P (t, d)denote the minimum diameter of an altered graph 0 obtained from a single path

of diameter d plus‘extra edges. Clearly, F (t, d )<P(t,‘)for any integers‘and d. It is easy

t。verify that P (1,‘)一阳 for d Z2. The results of Schoone et al，·[4] showed P (2,‘)
    [d+门 ，、。 ._，。 .、 [d十幻 _ ~尸 _ _. _
一{沐护 ford>3, and P(3, d)=叶护」for d>5. In general, Chung and Garey [2]

tamed that
d+1 ，，， ，、,d+1.。， ，、
气气尸丫一 i:》r戈石,“少气.代巴-下 ‘ra mr‘，a乙 "t.
‘~卜i ‘州 l

    That is converse to "edge-addition problem" is the so-called "edge-deletion problem". Let J

(t, d)denote the maximum diameter of a connected graph obtained after deleting‘edges from a

connected graph with diameter d. The exact values off (t, d ) have been obtained for some small

‘or d. For example, Plesnik [3] decided f (1, d )=2d，Schoone et al [4] obtained f (2, d)=

3d一1 and j(3, d )=4d一2 ford >2, and proved that f (t, 2) is equal to t-}-3 far t=1,2,

6 and to t-}-3 otherwise. In the same paper, Schoone et al have ever pointed out that in order to

prove an upper bound for f (t, d )，it is sufficient to consider graphs with diameter d(全2) that

form a single path plus t extra edges. However, they have not explained any reason why it is so.

    In this note, we will answer this question by establishing a relationship between F (t, d ) and

P(t, d).For given positive integers t and d(之2), we prove that

          翩 SF (t, d)=，(‘，‘)、[it母1J+3.
Moreover ,;(‘，‘)、图+，if“large enough. In particular, P (t, (2k-I)(t-，)+，)一2k
for any positive integer k. Furthermore,

图、，(;，‘)、图+1，and 图、P(5,‘)、图+I.

2  Several Lemmas

    Lemma 11̂1  f (t , d)二(t+l)d for
      The following. lemma is simple. but

any positive integers t and d

useful, obtained by a direct observation from the defini

do ns

Lemma 2  F (t, d)SF(t, d') and f(t, d)Sf(t, d') for dSd'

The following lemma explores a relationship between parameters F(t, d)and f (t, d)for

given t and d
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    Lemma 3  F (t, f (l,‘))<dGf(t, F(t, d))

    Proof   Suppose that G' is a connected graph with diameter f (t, d)obtained by deleting‘

edges from a graph G with diameter d，and let B be the set of the deleted edges of G. Converse-

ly, the graph口can be thought of as a graph obtained by adding t edges in B to G' with diameter

f (t, d ). It follows that the diameter d of G gives an upper bound on F (t, f (t, d))，that‘，F

(t, f (t, d))Sd·Similarly, we can prove another inequality.

    Lemma 4  P(t, (2k一1)t+h+I)S2k for any integers‘，k and k with 0S/ ,_<2A:一卜

    Proof  To prove the lemma, we construct an altered graph G from a single path of diameter

d plus‘extra edges. Let d=(2k一1沁+h+1 and P =x ox ,x,---x, be a single path，and add t ex-

tra edges x�x�+,十‘(U-1) for i告1,2,---，‘to P，where 0二m二k and 0三h一仍三正一1. Now the

end-vertices of these edges divide P into l+2 segments Lo,石飞，⋯，五，，                     L,+� where

L。二P(-o, x�)，L,二P (X":，+:、)，L,+二

      Li=P(xu+,++-uiz}-n, x。十，+‘〔，一，))for

P(XA.+1+,o-n, x,),

xa X2 劣6 X9 工12

Figure Construction of Lemma 4 for k=2, 1=4, ,n二2 and h=3

    We now prove that the diameter of G is at most 2k. Note that the length of L,+, is d一。n+

I -}-t (2k一1))=h一，.<h -.<k一1，and that the distance of two vertices in the same segment

is at most 2k. Thus, we need only to consider the distance between two vertices in different seg-

ments. Suppose that x is a vertex in the segment L; and y is a vertex in the segment L, with 0二

i<)<t+1. Since x and y can reach the vertex x� within k steps, the distance between x and y

is at most 2k. Thus, the diameter of G is at most 2k, that is, P (t, (2k一1)￡十h+l)二2k, and

so the lemma follows.

    Lemma 5  P(9, 5(2k一1)+h)二2k+1 for any integers k and h with 2<h<5.

    Proof   Let P=xax,"""x, be a single path, where d =5(2k一1)+h. The four vertices

x沙一、，x u-1，xs� xsk partition P into segments P,，Pz, P� P� P5, where

                      P，二P(二n, XD-1)， Pz二P(xz*一，，X'-)，

              P,= P (x u-,，x'),     P‘二 P(a_ x}),     P，二 P(x.r xd.

e1 e3 已2 ea

X0 工I 工3 26 工a 劣10

Figure 2  Construction of Lemma 5 for k -二 I and h二5
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    We construct a graph C from P plus four edges e,=xsx�_� ey=x�_,x,a, e,=x yx3_,，e,=

.�x'，and define 10 cycles as follows.

    C，二P, U+Pz+。、， CZ=P, U+P,+e,十。。，

    C3二P, U+P,+el+.:+e3'        C=P, U+P,+。、+。:+。:+。。，

    Cs二PE U+P,+。。， C6=PS U+P,+。:+。:，

    c7二Px U + Ps+。:+。:+。;， C=二P3 U+P,+e3,

    C9=P3 U + Ps+。:+。;， CIO=P, U+P,+e4 l

Their lengths are, respectively,

                e(C')二4k;           e(C')=4k+2, for i二2,3,5,6,8;

                8 (CIO)二 4k+ It          e (C')二 4k+ 3, for i= 4,7,9.

    It is easy to see that any two vertices x and y of G are contained some cycle C' defined

above. The fact

max{d (C'):1、!、10)、限月一2k+工
means P(4, 5(2k一I+h)二d (G)互2k+1，and so the lemma follows.

    Lemma 6  P(5, 6(2k-1) +h)52k+1 for any integers k and h with 2Sh二6.

    Proof  Let P =x Ox I...z, be a single path, where d=6(2k一1)+h. The five vertices x份一   �

x�_� x6k, x8� xjupartition Pinto six segments P� P2, P3, P� Ps, P6, where

            P,二P(x6, X*-,), P2=P (x y_,，z�-,)，P。二P(x‘,-，X60 ,

                  P,= P(x6� ，。)，Ps二 P(x6}, x,oe), Ps= P (X_ :‘)·

Figure 3  Construction of Lemma 6 for k=1 and h二6

    We construct a graph G by adding five extra edges e, =x 6x s_,，e2= x o-lx!，e3=xN-iX& ,

e弓二二a.:踌一1，eb=aux,u to P, and define 15 cycles as follows.

    C，二P, U+P2+。，， C2二Pi U+ P3+e,+e�

    0 3二P, U+P,+e,+。:+。。， c刁二P, U+ Ps+e,+e3+4,+。。，

    C,=P,U+P6+。】+。:+e,+e,，   C,二Pz U+P3+e�

    C7二Pz U+P4+。。+。。， C，二Pz U十Ps+。:+。‘+e5,

    C9二P3 U+P,+e2+。‘+e5, ‘，。=P3 U+P4+e3

    C}，二P3 U+P,+e3+e6，               w73=P3 U+P,+e,+e',

    “，=P4 U+P,+e',                  C'‘二P, U+P5+。:+e3+e5

    (+15二P., U+Ps+e2+e3"
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Their lengths are, respectively,

                  s(C3)二 4k)

              c (C '3)= 4k十 l;

      It is easy to see that any two

above. The fact

, (C')二 4k+ 2, for!

e (C')二 4k+ 3, for‘

vertices x and y of C

= 2，3，6，7，

= 4,5,8,9,

10，ts;

11，12,14

are contained in some cycle C' defined

                      max (d (C) ;1二 ‘兰 15)二

means P(4，6(2k一1)+h)二d(G)玉2k+1 for any k

fdk+ 31
「一了J ~‘尾十，

and h with 2互h三6

3    Proofs of Main Results

    Theorem 1  F (t, d)=P (t, d) for any positive integers‘and d

    Proof  Clearly, it is sufficient to prove F (t, d)之尸(‘，‘).To this end, suppose that G is

a graph with diameter d and 0' is an altered graph with diameter F(t, d)obtained by adding a

set B of t extra edges to 0. Let P=xex,zz...x, be a shortest path of length d in G and let V; be

a set of vertices in G whose distances to xe are equal to:.Then:‘任V, for each i=0, I，⋯,d.

Let H be a subgraph of G' induced by P together with the edges in B whose end-vertices are all

in P，and let Bt be a set of edges in both of B and H，B:二B\Bt. If B2=0, then F(t, d)=d

(G')全d(H)全P (t, d ).

    Now assume B2井0. For e=x y任B2, without loss of generality, we can assume x E Vi and

，E V; with iz̀  j. Let )I' be a graph obtained by adding I B2}edges二‘xlto H for each。=二;E B,
with x任V; and，任V,. Then H is a spanning subgraphs of H'，and so F (t,‘)=d (G')>d

(H' )之P (t, d).The theorem follows.

    Theorem 2         For given positive integers t and d，

r. d月二P (t,‘)< Fd- z}十3
比 -卜 止J                    L' -卜 1J

In part‘一‘r, P(t, (2‘一，，“+‘，+，，一，，for any positive integer，and F(t,‘)‘日+，if

Proof  We first show P (t,‘，二击·Note that‘
F (t, d))S (t+l)F(t, d)by Lemma 1. Immediately,

Sf (t, F (1, d )) by Lemma 3 and f (t ,

we have d互 (t+ 1)F(t, d)，that is, P

“，‘，一“‘，‘)fiF+--l I
  Let d一(2k-，)(‘+，)+ 1.。th*一，(‘，‘)二周 一2k. On the other hand

choosing m=k and h =k一1 in Lemma 4, we have P(1, d )<2k immediately. Therefore, P (t

(2k一1 )(t+1)+1)=2k for any positive integers i and k.

We now show;(‘，‘)‘冥 +3. To this end, for。fixed‘，let‘(、)一(2。一，)(t+，)+
                                                    ‘一 1

1. since d(1)=t+2and4仆+l)一d快)=2t+2, for a given positive integer d，there are posi-

:ive integers k and，such that d=(2k一1)(t+1)+l一:with 0<r< 2t+1. Then d +r= (2k一
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I )(s十I)+I. It follows from Lemma 2 and the above result just proved that

              F (t,

Finally, we prove

，、/ ， ， 、 。， d+ r+ ￡， d一 2 .。
.少二之 尹戈‘，“ 卞 ，少= 乙尤 = — 全) 代-于--下一 卜 J

                                                  ‘州卜 1 ‘州卜 1

F(t,d)二用+1 if k is enough large. By Lemma 4, we have P (t, (2k

一 I)i+r+1)<2k for 0<r<-2k一1. For the

get d，there are positive integers k and r such

lows that if t互k, then

same reason as the above, for a given positive inte-

that d二 (2k一 1)t+ 1+r with O<r< 2t- 1. It fol-

P(t, d)二 P (t, (2k一 DI+·+ I)。*一d-r-1t +]、牛+1
as desired.

    As applications of Theorem 2, we establish tighter upper and lower bounds of P (4, d ) and

P(5, d)，whose difference is only one.

  Theorem 3   L5J‘。(‘，‘，‘L5J+，for any integer‘(二‘)·
  Proof  It is easy，。verify that，(‘，‘)一2一[+]+1 if‘一‘。·5. 5upp。二“Z6 below.
By Theorem 2, we have P (4,‘)二图and P(;，5(2k-1)+1)一2k. One the other hand，by
Lemma 5, we have P(4, 5(2k一1)+h)三2k+1 for any k and h with 2二h二5. Note that for

any positive integer d(之6) there are integers k and h with kZ1 and 1二h二10 such that“=5

(2k一1)+h. Thus, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 5, we have

                          P(4, d)= 2k,    if d= 5(2k一 1)+ 1;

                2k二 P(4, d)二 2k十 1， if d= 5(2k一 1)+ 2,3月 or 5;

              2k+ 1二 P(4, d)二 2k+ 2,     if d二 lok+ 1,2,3,4 or 5.

These imply that图SP (4,‘)、图+t for d二6, and一:he theorem follows.
  Theorem‘图GP (5,‘)、图+‘for any integer d(二;)·
  Proof工t is easy to verify that P(5, d卜2一图+1。‘一刁,5。·6. Suppose‘二7 be-
low. By Theorem 2, we have P (5, d )Z图and P(5, 6(2k-1)+1)一2k. One the other
hand, by Lemma 6, we have P(5, 6(2k- 1)+h )52k+1 for any k andn h with 25h二6. Note

that for any positive integer d(之7) there are integers k and h with kZl and 1三h二12 such that

d二6(2k一1)-}-h. Thus, by Theorem 2 and Lemma 6, we have

                        P(5, d)= 2k,    if d= 6(2k一 I)+ 1;

              2k二 P(5, d)三 2k+ I， if d= 5(2k一 1)+ 2,3月,5 or 6;

              2k+ 1玉 P(5, d)三 2k+ 2,     if d= lok+ 1,2,3,4,5 or 6.

These imply that  [16-1 J !51P (51‘)5周+‘for d>7, and一〔he theorem follows.
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变更图的直径

  邓志国 徐俊明
(中国科技大学，安徽合肥230026)

    摘要 对于给定的正整数f和d2 2)，用F (1,d)和P (l,d )分别表示在所有直径为‘的图和路中添加‘

条边后得到的图的最小直径，用了(‘，d)表示从所有直径为d的图中附去名条边后得到的图的最大直径，已经

证明，(，，d)一[+]，尸(2,d)一图 汕3, d)一刚 一般地，当‘和‘二4时有留一，
SP (t,‘)、岁+3·在这篇文章中，我们得到，〔‘，f (t,‘))“!5:f(4, F(t,‘))和周 夕(‘，‘)
一尸(‘，‘)、11_-t+月+3，而且当‘充分大时，，(‘，‘)、图十;·，别地，对任意正整，*有，(‘，(2k -
1)(!+I)+l)二2k,当‘=4或5，且d之4

    关橄词 直径;变更图t边增加;边减少

时有曰 SP (i, d)二周 +，·
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